This article studies the rise of judicial review of local administrative monopolies in contemporary China. Anticompetitive abuses of power by local party-states, driven by corruption, have shaken the very foundations of the country's administrative unity and market efficiency. The entrenched skepticism of the authoritarian party-state toward legal institutions notwithstanding, the Supreme People's Court in Beijing has over the past decade steadily aggrandized its own and local courts' authority to constrain regional protectionist, collusive fiefdoms in ways unforeseen by the drafters of the landmark Anti-Monopoly Law; returning incremental but genuine benefits to the central party-state, whose tacit acquiescence in judicial empowerment has over time transformed into express approval. However, given that administrative monopoly is instinct in a Leninist polity, the central party-state and the Court should have few incentives to eradicate local protectionism once and for all. All things being equal, full-fledged, independent judicial review of administrative monopoly will not emerge in China.
I. INTRODUCTION
Antitrust law is traditionally associated with the regulation of abuse or aggregation of market power by private firms. Distortions of market competition may nevertheless be occasioned by government agencies that abuse their administrative powers.
1 Indeed, "administrative monopolies"
have become one of the most unique and endemic species of corruption in the People's Republic of China. 2 Yet unlawful anticompetitive bureaucratic conduct can be difficult to detect: it is often dressed up as a sophisticated policy rooted in law in various forms, 3 such as antitrust exemptions for state-owned enterprises and other favored classes; 4 discriminatory tax measures and other trade restrictions; 5 obligations on local authorities to purchase from nominated favored suppliers; and arbitrarily adopted sanitary or phytosanitary rules preventing the import of products from outside the region. 6 Such discriminatory acts of administrative authorities not only obstruct free trade and impair market efficiency, 7 but also bear important political ramifications insofar as they promote geopolitical protectionism and impede the integration of the broader unit, namely, the Chinese state. 8 China's first comprehensive antitrust legislation, the Anti-Monopoly Law, after much anticipation and ten years of drafting, was adopted in 2007 by the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress with the manifold purposes of "preventing and restraining monopolistic conducts, protecting fair competition in the market, enhancing economic efficiency, safeguarding the interests of consumers and social public interest, [and] promoting the healthy development of the socialist market economy." 9 It relies on superordinate governments to rectify the abuses of subordinate ones, and therefore contains no provision that unambiguously sanctions administrative monopolies by judicial means. 10 Against this background, it is remarkable that the Supreme People's Court has managed to incrementally aggrandize judicial power over local administrative monopolies since the Anti-Monopoly Law entered into force in 2008. The Court's modest experiments finally convinced the central party-state to forsake its earlier skepticism and formally ratify, in an amendment to the Administrative Litigation Law entering into effect in 2015, a nation-wide judicial power to review administrative monopolies.
It is surprising that scholars both of competition law and Chinese law have completely omitted to account for this important facet of judicial empowerment. The present article fills this perplexing gap in the literature in addressing the research puzzle of how the Supreme People's Court could with impunity have aggrandized the scope of its judicial review of local administrative monopolies in the teeth of the party-state's default unwillingness to empower judges to settle disputes over political governance. 11 It contributes to the burgeoning literature on the political economy of courts under autocracy, which can no longer be assumed irrelevant as it was formerly. 12 The ascendancy of courts thus situated, however constrained they may be, exhibits the paradox that judicial involvement in policy-making does not square with classical understandings of autocracy. 13 The Court is a politicized extension of the Chinese Communist Party's vise grip on state power, but that does not mean it may be dismissed as a non-entity. 14 Scholars can no longer afford to ignore the highest court of the world's most populous country.
The exposition takes the form of an analytic narrative, the approach most fitting for the problem-driven, contextualized study of a single nation, in order to trace processes specific to time and space that produce interesting political outcomes as in the present case study. 15 It is organized as follows. Part 2 shows how administrative monopolies, even though economically problematic, are instinct in Leninist polities such that their total eradication would entail skyrocketing political costs for the central party-state. The AntiMonopoly Law thus reflects the Party's preference for just that level of administrative economic power which coincides with its political survival and oversight capacity, while also keeping the worst outrages in check. Part 3 traces the various creative means, alongside existing Party and administrative enforcement mechanisms, by which the Supreme People's Court selfinitiated its role in imposing heightened judicial scrutiny over local-but not central-administrative monopolies. This reflects the Court's strong incentive to compete with local fiefdoms for control over local courts so as to construct a uniform legal system across China's vast territory. Part 4 explains why the Court's self-empowerment is best explained from a strategic perspective under which forward-looking judges interact with other actors interdependently. 16 The Court has capitalized on central-local alienation and statutory ambiguity to supply real but limited judicial checks on local administrative monopolies in view of the costs and benefits that such judicial review brings to the state. Part 5 concludes with a prediction about the future of judicial review of administrative monopolies in China.
II. LENINIST ANTITRUST: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF REGULATING LOCAL ADMINISTRATIVE MONOPOLIES
Administrative monopoly can be found in any state-managed economy.
17
Direct state control, inspired by Marxist-Leninist principles, permeated all aspects of the economy, from the supply of raw materials to the sale of end products, throughout the first three decades of the People's Republic. 18 It was not until the 1980s, when China began reforms to liberalize aspects of the economy under then-Paramount Leader Deng Xiaoping that the problem of "administrative monopoly" began to materialize. 19 Ironically, Deng's authoritarian state-supervised reforms had aggravated the problem in many ways, with local administrative elites acquiring virtually limitless power to manage economic outcomes and thereupon commandeer the wealth derived from growth. 20 In contrast to Chairman Mao's overweening in economic affairs, 21 the Dengist party-state retained control merely over ideology, the flow of information, the appointment of local officials, 22 and the nationally strategic economic sectors such as heavy industry, public utilities, transportation, and banking, 23 while devolving to local officials authority over nearly all other dimensions of governance, ranging from implementation of laws, fiscal management, permission of investments, stewardship of state property, to formulation of regulations. 24 Dengist administrative reforms were so thorough that many cross-national indicators nowadays suggest that China, perhaps counterintuitively, has become one of the most decentralized countries in the world. 25 Decentralization is best analyzed by the standard principal-agent model: 26 the local party-state is an agent possessing unique first-hand information about local conditions, supposed to be advancing the interests of their principal, the central party-state. De facto federalism theoretically incentivizes local cadres to be creative and to experiment with best policies and measures, answer for their own prosperity, and speed entrepreneurialism and growth.
27
Local experiments, particularly noticeable in the case of agricultural reform, 28 can reveal important information to the center about regional variations and the potential national applicability of policy innovations. It should be no surprise that local empowerment has been an important ingredient in China's success. 29 have better chances of promotion in the Party. 30 This has whetted fierce competition to maximize local economic growth. 31 Against this background, China's real Gross Domestic Product ("GDP") grew at an astonishing average rate of over 9 percent per annum between 1979 and 2009.
32
The principal-agent relationship between the central party-state and a plethora of local party-states is complicated by a hardwired tension insofar as agents have interests of their own that may conflict with their principal. 33 The duty of local party-states to contribute their revenue to Beijing, for example, has goaded local cadres to pursue particularistic interests, which in turn create incentives for local protectionism. 34 Absent any meaningful respect for pro-competition values, 35 protectionist measures may take the form of acts creating or favoring local enterprises as sources of revenue, 36 or blocking or separating regional markets. 37 Decentralization maximized for local cadres the utility of extracting revenue informally through bribery and corruption, and that transformed them into attractive collusive allies of rentseeking private interests.
38 Take for example the administrative licensing of private enterprises, where applicants bribe administrators normally by offering cash or non-pecuniary favors. 39 Rents flowing from local administrative monopolies are amongst other things used to bail state-owned or favored firms out of excessive operating costs. 40 With the blessing of such protective measures, these firms have little incentive to improve their operational efficiency, not inconsistent with Judge Learned Hand's observation in Alcoa 41 that "possession of unchallenged economic power deadens initiative, discourages thrift and depresses energy; that immunity from competition is a narcotic, and rivalry is a stimulant, to industrial progress." 42 In a desperate attempt to shield such enterprises from competition, local authorities have 30 resorted to interdicting the movement of products from other jurisdictions into their own. 43 The "examination and approval" system imposed on private companies by local Leninist party-states' hardwired favoritism has radically increased the costs of market expansion for those firms, which suffer simply because they are less well connected to officialdom. 44 At the macro-level, the many artificial regulatory barriers raised by provincial administrations have prevented the spatial optimization of the Chinese economy in the teeth of the mutually beneficial situations of many regions. 45 China's national economy is bedeviled by fragmentation and costly overregulation, which significantly undermine efforts by the central party-state to create a single internal market for goods and services. 46 Thus, the political influence of local governments in the coastal regions was so strong that, as of 2010, 93 of the country's 100 wealthiest counties were located in coastal provinces, and as much as 90 percent of China's exports originated from such provinces. 47 The political consequence of local protectionism is most daunting. Where collusive elites gain dominance over local cadres, they can trespass to such an extreme as to transform local party-states into "local mafia states."
48 These routinely flout central directives on fiscal, tax, administrative and regulatory reform with brigand-like measures such as roadblocks, cargo seizures, ad hoc "taxes," commercial surcharges and licensing fees. 49 Many local authorities now pose direct threats to the general line of maintaining regime stability through marketization and growth. 50 Intra-official competition, which unashamedly prioritizes results over rules, 51 nudges local authorities toward infighting viciously to gouge higher rents, snuff citizens' rights, and seize more land. 52 Incumbent General Secretary Xi Jinping has admitted that unbridled corruption could gradually cause the Party to lose its grip on power. 53 Xi is hence determined to repair the tarnished reputation of government agencies in the eyes of the citizenry through much-publicized campaigns against extravagance and corruption. 54 As information asymmetries widen in tandem with decentralization, local party-states have ever more incentives to deviate from the original terms of agency as prescribed by the central party-state.
Not surprisingly, therefore, the type of monopolism attracting the most criticism in all the decade-long debates over the draft Anti-Monopoly Law was none other than local administrative monopolies. The inclusion of provisions in the Anti-Monopoly Law outlawing governmental market misconduct was backed by the central authorities and strong public support, despite it might be seen as an anomaly from a comparative antitrust perspective, as state-led restraints of competition are normally dealt with by means other than antitrust law. 55 For instance, in the European Union ("EU"), state anticompetitive restraints are largely a matter for EU trade law; in the U.S., they are addressed under the dormant commerce clause of the United States Constitution.
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The central party-state nonetheless faces a fundamental dilemma in designing the anti-administrative monopoly provisions of the Law: to maintain political power it must prevent attempts by local party-states to undermine its authority, yet to stimulate economic growth it must solicit the cooperation of the same locals and their collaborators. 57 Without a transition away from the existing Leninist constitutional framework, all attempts to eradicate administrative monopolies and their "economic warlordism" are politically doomed for the following reasons. 58 First, local officials who have benefited from decentralization will be keen to preserve the protectionist status quo, and will tenaciously resist offensives on their administrativemonopoly prerogatives. 59 By the same token, local investors whose successes depend on their ties with administrative monopolies will block reforms that threaten their entrenched rent-seeking privileges. 60 The central authorities, in order to govern, could not avoid relying on the same local bureaucratic interest group "collusion centers," which intermediaries, in turn, would find themselves superbly vantaged to stultify the central party-state by noncooperation and half-measures. 61 Second, central cadres will not have the willpower to permanently uproot administrative monopolies either, for they too abuse their administrative powers to favor state-owned enterprises, which still account for 40 percent of the country's GDP, even in sectors officially open to new entrants. 62 A large government itself, the central party-state is simply not prepared to give up its colossal reserved intervention and control powers at all levels of the economy. 63 Seen in this light, the Anti-Monopoly Law, as an agency control mechanism for local administrative monopolies, has very definite limitations. A Leninist polity that shows no tendency to relinquish its own monopoly 64 is not the best prospect for drawing a prudent and consistent line between indispensable state intervention in the economy and illegal interference. 65 Considering the relevant provisions in the Law itself, Article 8 solemnly states: "administrative departments or organizations authorized by law and by regulation to carry out the duties of public affairs management shall not abuse their administrative powers to eliminate or restrict competition." 66 Article 32 defines as abuse for authorities to prohibit third parties to purchase or use the products of any suppliers but the authorized ones. 67 Article 33 purports to end local protectionism by outlawing discriminatory measures in various forms, including: discriminatory charges or charging standards that disfavor non-local products vis-à-vis local products; unequal inspection standards for local and non-local products; licensing requirements, barriers or measures intended to block the entry of non-local products. 68 Article 34 bars officials from adopting protectionist bidding procedures like one-sided publicity or discriminatory assessment standards. 69 Article 35 outlaws unequal treatment of non-local enterprises. 70 Article 36 forbids abuse of administrative powers to compel businesses to engage in monopolistic conduct. 71 Article 37 imposes a ban on anticompetitive regulations that result from authorities' abuse of administrative powers.
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Consistent with the central party-state's preference to hold its administrative monopoly powers in reserve, intervening only in the most egregious cases of local authority anticompetitive abuses that threaten its political monopoly, the Anti-Monopoly Law provides for a non-independent and decentralized model of non-judicial enforcement.
73 Article 9 erects an Anti-Monopoly Commission with no effective enforcement powers to simply coordinate the efforts of designated antimonopoly agencies under the State Council, currently the Ministry of Commerce, the National Development and Reform Commission, and the State Administration for Industry and Commerce. 74 The transaction costs for these agencies to take collective action are considerable; for instance, prosecuting an anticompetitive act involving both price and non-price elements raises potential enforcement conflict between the State Administration for Industry and Commerce and the National Development and Reform Commission.
75 "Police patrolling" 76 by disjoint, remote central agencies cannot avail to search and destroy the proliferation of local mafia states across a diverse country the population size of which is two times that of the European Union.
The Anti-Monopoly Law is silent on whether individuals or firms can sound "fire alarms" 77 to the central party-state by filing administrative lawsuits against local authorities for any anticompetitive abuse of administrative monopoly. 78 Article 51 provides that it is the higher-level administrative authority, not the courts, to rectify any anticompetitive administrative abuses.
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The provision confines penalties to the officials "directly responsible" for the 72 Id., art. 37. 73 abuse, 80 exempting those who abetted, masterminded or condoned it. This is a very problematic provision, as enforcement against administrative monopolies is to be taken up by the same class of officials as the suspects, only hierarchically superior, sidelining the rights and interests of those outside its chain of command and control. 81 Predictably, enforcement by the central party-state has not been notably active or methodical, and investigations of their inferiors by administrative superiors on administrative monopoly matters have been extremely rare. 82 This has led one commentator to dub the Law a "toothless tiger." 83 The omission from Article 51 of judicial remedies is not a mere coincidence, but a confirmation that the Law's drafters had no intention whatsoever to empower the courts to conduct judicial review of administrative monopoly. At the time of Article 51's drafting, the Administrative Litigation Law 1990 was the statute that formed the basis of the courts' judicial review jurisdiction in China. Article 11 of this Law made it abundantly clear that only "concrete," as opposed to "abstract" administrative acts could be subject to challenge before the courts; "concrete" acts are acts that target specific legal persons, whereas "abstract" acts refer to those that have a "general application." 84 The Administrative Litigation Law's ban on judicial review of "abstract" administrative acts had thus preempted, for all practical purposes, the review of administrative monopolies, because abuses of market regulatory powers tend to take the form of general policy formulae, rather than particularistic official actions against specific individuals.
85 To put it concretely, under this ban, a hypothetical non-local firm which has reluctantly paid discriminatory charges could merely bring a lawsuit against the impugned authority for the "concrete" act of inflicting charges in that particular instance, but not the "abstract" policy promulgated by the same authority that originated the charges in the first place. The inevitable effect of this restriction must be that the firm would have little incentive to seek judicial review even of the "concrete" act, for there is no guarantee that it would not be similarly charged iteratively under the discriminatory policy, which remains intact and unaltered, any nominally "successful" challenge notwithstanding. 80 Meanwhile, local conditions are so hostile to the development of an effectual national policy, that the provisions of the Anti-Monopoly Law governing administrative monopolies have little chance to mature into anything but minimalist policy statements which are desultorily enforced. 86 But this state of affairs has never precluded a monitoring role for the people's courts in ways unforeseen by the Law's drafters. Empirical research, indeed, has found that fragmentation of central-local authority, as in the United States and the EU, operates to invigorate judicial policing so as to hold all sides to federal and supranational commitments, to their mutual benefit. 87 Where there is "significant and sustained interest" in developing centralized economic policy, national courts have all the more incentives to act on behalf of the national state against its local administrative agents. 88 As will be seen in the next Part, an apex court, even when constrained by authoritarianism, which aims to reduce the central party-state's agency costs while also shielding the authority and resources of those local courts subordinated to itself, will be highly motivated to devise a jurisprudence aggressive in its scrutiny of outrageous cases of local protectionism, but minimalist with equally outrageous central administrative monopolies. In this context, local courts function as a kind of "fire alarm" that enables aggrieved parties to identify flagrant incidents of malfeasance and alert the central party-state as to what sort of action to take. 89 No backlash against judicial self-empowerment will ensue inasmuch as the Court stops short of a full-blown war against all administrative monopolies by an excessive level of judicial review which might lose the crucial support of the central party-state. III yet obligated all the same, in line with socialist legal principles, to be "responsible to the National People's Congress and its Standing Committee." 91 It is unabashedly a "political court" with a clear mandate established under the Chinese Communist Party to uphold State security at all costs. 92 No Chinese judge is entitled to adjudicate without considering the political and social consequences of his judgment, as interpreted by the Party and the state. 93 The President of the Court is always a member of the Party and its Central Political-Legal Commission. It is primarily a political position that requires neither legal qualifications nor prior experience in legal practice. Despite this, it is worth noting that the nine Vice Presidents and many other judges on the Court typically hold law degrees, including doctorates, obtained not only from prestigious Chinese universities, but also institutions in the United States, Europe and Australia. 94 The Judicial Committee of the Court, its executive body, has been described as the "most professionalized" of all of China's legal bodies. 95 Day-to-day monitoring of the Court by external Party officials is largely absent, for the Court's Party Group is comprised of the Justices on the Judicial Committee. 96 The Court is by all accounts exceptional in the universe of apex judicial bodies. 97 First, the 350 judges on the Supreme People's Court, 98 in contrast to the 9 justices on the United States Supreme Court and the 19 judges on the Russian Constitutional Court, gives it the appearance of a legislature rather than a court. 99 Indeed, the Supreme People's Court exercises a powerful quasi-legislative function, 100 promulgating so-called "Judicial Interpretations" outside of court proceedings. Despite the somewhat misleading label, Judicial Interpretations function effectively as statutes within the Chinese legal system, as they determine the specifics of imprecise provisions in primary legislation, exclude certain statutorily permissible claims, supply new grounds of judicial rule-making absent from primary legislation in a general and abstract manner, and so on. 101 In fact, Judicial Interpretations are sometimes longer than the actual primary legislation that they interpret, and reflect the practical experience of judges in handling legal issues that emerge from adjudication of cases under the national laws in question. 102 The vast corpus of Judicial Interpretations built up by the Court over the years has begun to usurp the legislative function of the National and Local People's Congresses. 103 Despite this, the Court is accustomed to publicly soliciting the opinions of the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress and the Legislative Affairs Office of the State Council before the drafting of a Judicial Interpretation, in order to minimize transaction costs arising from private consultations at a later stage. The official endorsement of the Court's position by the Standing Committee and the State Council is often crucial to the local courts in order to withstand backlashes from local People's Congresses against unpopular Judicial Interpretations. 104 The de facto "legislative" modus operandi of the Court is evident from its project beginning in 2009 to draft a Judicial Interpretation governing private antitrust lawsuits under the Anti-Monopoly Law. This "interpretive" process took three years during which the Court frequently solicited feedback from stakeholders and repeatedly revised the text. Interestingly, foreign actors who contributed to this Interpretation include the United States government, the American Bar Association, the European Union Chamber of Commerce, the Japanese Chamber of Commerce, and the group of competition law experts at the China World Trade Organization Research Center. 105 Indeed, the Court has come to play a consequential role by issuing a wide variety of Judicial Interpretations in areas beyond antitrust, regardless of the discontent which any given Interpretation may draw from members of the National People's Congress who out of institutional self-interest tend to object to the orientation and pertinacity of the Court's judicial activism. 106 It is fair to say that the Court is no pawn of the party-state, but an institution committed to its long-term interest in a professionalized judiciary.
107
Second, although formally China is a unitary state, the Supreme People's Court cannot take the vast majority of cases of final adjudication under China's four-tier court system. No matter how politically contentious a case may be, a local court will normally assume jurisdiction over the case and the decision rendered may be appealed, once and for all, to a court of the immediately higher rank. Most substantive hearings before the Supreme People's Court concern the approval of death sentences imposed by other courts; 108 the rest of its docket consists of cases involving substantial monetary claims or factual disagreements, but not administrative disputes. 109 In brief, the Court cannot on its appellate jurisdiction function as an effective vehicle for formulating any kind of administrative antimonopoly jurisprudence. That said, the Court has long creatively navigated extra-appellate channels of influence over the decisions of 31 provincial high courts, 409 intermediate courts, 3,117 courts of first instance, and nearly 190,000 judges. 110 One such channel is called the "referral system," under which a lower court seeks direction from the next higher court on an issue currently at bar, no matter how detrimentally this may affect the rights of parties on appeal to the same court.
111
"Replies" from the higher court, despite only technically binding, are in practice de facto binding on the case at bar and in in subsequent cases. Respecting and giving full effect to Replies as well as to Judicial Interpretations of the Supreme People's Court can relieve the political pressure exerted on local judges handling politically sensitive cases.
112
Another channel is the system of Guiding Cases, dubbed as "common law with Chinese characteristics" by one of the present authors, 113 which are meant not only to standardize the judicial response in similar cases, but also to guide lower courts on the applicable legal principles as well as the appropriate style of writing judgments. 114 A Guiding Case is a lower court decision that typifies the various fact patterns of an entire class of legal disputes, followed by solutions which the Supreme People's Court considers appropriate. With the Court's imprimatur, even the lowest-level cases designated as Guiding Cases may become effectively binding on all courts throughout China. 115 Compared to Judicial Interpretations and Replies, Guiding Cases are relatively costless for the Court to produce, for it needs not originate sophisticated documents while juggling stakeholder preferences, but rather react to legal developments promptly by selecting an appropriate case from a rich corpus of actual and ready-made cases. 116 Yet another channel of influence is for the Supreme People's Court to publish interviews and scholarly articles of its own in the People's Court Daily, the Court's authoritatively official and closely supervised in-house mouthpiece, which is nationally circulated and regularly read by lower court judges to keep surely abreast of the latest policy position of the nation's apex judicial organ.
As a national, central institution resident in Beijing, the Supreme People's Court and its preferences are expected to be better aligned with those of the central party-state, of which it is part, than those of local party-states. Evidently, the Court has adopted as its main goal the construction of a fair and transparent legal environment which fosters sustainable economic growth. 117 But the Court faces a distinct agency problem as the administrative headquarters of the entire system of Chinese courts. Although it directly supervises all lower courts, local judges may defect from its preferences in pursuing particularistic local interests.
118 Indeed, courts of first instance rather often disregard instructions from higher-level courts in order to protect the economic interests of their own region. Their defection is also in part due to local authorities' competition with the Supreme People's Court over control of the local courts. Local court leaders commonly give priority to local Party committees and governments, the chief driving forces behind "local protectionism."
119 Worst of all, local authorities accused of anticompetitive acts may also be those who make the courts' personnel and budgetary decisions. 120 It is therefore not surprising that most administrative monopoly cases are either simply dismissed or decided in favor of governmental defendants. 121 This obviously poses a grave threat to the consistent and uniform enforcement of laws throughout China, including Judicial Interpretations in policy domains extending far beyond antitrust. 122 This concern has driven the Supreme People's Court to single out local protectionism as the riskiest challenge to the process of judicial reform. 115 Ahl, supra note 92, at 128. 116 123 The article was especially significant in view of the Law's silence on whether or not the anticompetitive acts of government agencies could be subject to judicial review. Justice Yang was rather emphatic in asserting that China's courts indeed possess authority to scrutinize "concrete" administrative measures, 124 with reference to four criteria, namely legality, reasonableness, competitiveness, and security. Yang then proceeded to make this revealing statement: regardless of the kind of administrative behavior that is brought to the courts, the courts should "conduct a legality review of that behavior, that is, to conduct a comprehensive review," and thus review "whether the ascertained facts are clear;" "whether legitimate legal procedures have been adhered to;" "whether there is any abuse of power and ultra vires;" "whether there is unfairness;" "whether legal responsibilities have been discharged;" "whether the administrative act on the whole is consistent with not just "the criterion of lawfulness, but also the criterion of reasonableness." Irrespective of whether the lower courts have in practice followed this statement or not, the statement was undoubtedly a highly provocative self-assertion of judicial power by Chinese standards, especially given the lack of an express statutory mandate. The fact that the said article has never been retracted and that Yang was not only not demoted, but rather promoted to the Court's elite Judicial Committee in 2014, suggests that her views are not unrepresentative of the Court's.
Three months later, in a People's Court Daily interview, an unnamed spokesman for the Administrative Division of the Court affirmed Yang's position verbatim, while providing guidance on the kind of administrative monopoly acts which are justiciable by the courts. 125 Recall that, at the time, the Administrative Litigation Law explicitly excluded from judicial review any challenge against "abstract" administrative acts, which by definition must include most instances of administrative monopoly. The Administrative Division spokesman effectively watered down this blanket ban by clarifying that authorities may not seek to avoid judicial review by pinning the label "abstract" to their administrative acts; rather, the act's "concreteness" depends on its actual content; moreover, the same act may harbor both "concrete" and "abstract" implications. 126 This clarification not only gave the courts more leeway to bypass statutory constraints on their power to review abstract acts, but also signaled that the Court preferred more stringent judicial control of administrative monopolies, by specifically preventing collusive officials from escaping liability on the basis of purportedly "abstract" policy-making.
On April 9, 2012, the Court handed down its decision in the case of Luwei (Fujian) Salt Industry Import and Export Co. Suzhou Branch v. The Salt Administration Bureau of Suzhou Municipality, Jiangsu Province.
127 A private company from Fujian Province challenged in judicial review proceedings the penalties imposed on it by the Suzhou Municipality Salt Administration Bureau, a local authority in Jiangsu Province. The Bureau justified the penalties on the basis of local rules on administrative licensing and the purchase and transportation of industrial salt. The company further alleged the Jiangsu rules were in violation of national law. In two years of legal proceedings, the Jinchang District People's Court sought instructions from the Suzhou Intermediate People's Court, the Jiangsu High People's Court, and finally the Supreme People's Court. The latter reportedly took the case very seriously: besides conducting its own research, it had solicited opinions from the Law Committee of the National People's Congress and the State Council's Legislative Affairs Office before issuing its Reply in January 2011. The Reply in Luwei conclusively deprived local governments of authority to impose any system of industrial salt transportation permits, or to sanction any company other than a salt industry enterprise with an administrative penalty for running a wholesale salt business. The District People's Court proceeded to rule in favour of the company on that basis. Even though it forbade what is properly an "abstract" administrative act, the decision in this case was nationally binding on every court in the land, upon comparable facts, 128 by virtue of a separate policy decision of the Court issued in 2015. 129 On October 22, 2015 the Court published a set of model cases, as distinct from formal precedents, which collectively came to be known as the "Classic Economic and Administrative Cases." One of them, Nanjing Faershi New Energy Company Limited v. Nanjing Jiangning District People's Government, 130 bears significant implications that are applicable to administrative monopolies. The defendant local authority had designated a favored company to be exclusively in charge of food waste disposal in the entirety of its jurisdiction, and threatened to punish any slaughterhouses that refused to contract with the designated company, all without tendering or other competitive procedures. The Nanjing Intermediate People's Court ruled in the claimant's favor and invalidated the impugned acts for violating Article 32 of the Anti-Monopoly Law and Section 19 of the Jiangsu Provincial Regulations on Food Waste Management. The Supreme People's Court, in its notes classicizing Nanjing Faershi, condemned the local administration for "eliminating other potential market participants and creating an illegal situation through the use of administrative power to restrict market competition." It also proclaimed that "as the rule of law progresses constantly, citizens, legal persons, and other market actors are bound to play a more important role in using the legal weapon of administrative litigation to safeguard rights, supervisory efforts, and regulation of administrative monopoly according to law."
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The costs of local judicial defiance cannot be reined in unless local administrative malfeasance is reined in simultaneously. To this end, the Court recently set up several "circuit tribunals" with jurisdiction over important administrative cases-certainly including those relating to administrative monopoly and local protectionism, 132 to ride herd on the uniform application of national law at the local level. In January 2013, the Court, clearly with a view to eliminating the influence of the administrative monopolies over the judges reviewing them, decided that selected Intermediate People's Courts, which the Provincial High People's Courts supervise, were to centrally allocate jurisdiction of the administrative cases heard by the lowest Basic People's Courts, the ones most susceptible to influence. 133 It is noteworthy that the 31 Provincial High Courts tend to be staffed by better qualified judges who are loyal to the cause of the Supreme People's Court and relatively removed from local particularistic influence. 134 Mostly located in metropolitan areas, these courts are able to handle commercial cases competently and professionally.
A year later, the Supreme People's Court's campaign against local administrative monopolies reached a zenith when it finally received official ratification by the Standing Committee's recent amendment of the Administrative Litigation Law, which, upon becoming effective on May 1, 2015, formally abolished in Article 12 the ban on judicial review of "abstract" administrative acts, in alignment with the Court's continuous expansion of its de facto power to review the substance of government decisions. 136 Unprecedentedly, Article 12(8) of this Law provides for an unambiguous statutory authorization for the courts to hear suits brought forth by "citizens, legal persons or other organizations" "claiming that an administrative agency has abused its administrative power to preclude or restrict competition;" 137 Article 53 also establishes, for the first time, the statutory jurisdiction of courts to judicially review the legality of regulatory documents-undoubtedly "abstract" acts-issued not only by local government departments, but even by the State Council. 138 On the same day as the amended Administrative Litigation Law entered into force, the Court issued its own Interpretation on Several Issues Concerning the Application of the Administrative Litigation Law of the People's Republic of China. 139 Article 9 of this Interpretation addressed the decentralized regime of enforcement contained in the Anti-Monopoly Law, which, as noted above, risked establishing collusive senior bureaucrats as judges of their own causes. The Court opined that if the reconsidering authority sustains the challenged administrative act, then a court should concurrently review the legality of that act and of the reconsideration procedure itself, always placing on the authorities the burden of proving the legality of either. Article 21 of the Interpretation admonishes that a reviewing court "shall not rely on an illegal regulatory document to determine the legality of an administrative action and shall state so in its legal reasoning," and further authorizes it to "provide the enacting authority of the regulatory document with recommendations and… send copies to the people's government at the corresponding level or the administrative agency at the level immediately above." 140 This Interpretation expands the powers of courts to render to local governmental authorities advisory opinions on refashioning their competition policies in line with the law. In his report to the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress of November 2, 2015, Chief Justice Zhou Qiang summed up the Supreme People's Court's latest achievements as follows: under its auspices, the People's courts have since 2010 adjudicated 22,000 cases similar to Luwei so as to "knock down departmental monopoly and local protectionism and push forward the clear delineation of powers and responsibilities, justice and fairness, transparency and efficiency, and the protection of the rule of law in the supervision of markets." 141 The Chief Justice made no secret of his conviction that courts at all levels "should voluntarily discharge their administrative adjudication duties and tightly combine their service to the Party and the central party-state," and "should, through adjudicating administrative cases according to law ensure the uniform enforcement of the Constitution and laws, and guarantee the smooth enforcement of central directives."
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IV. DISCUSSION
Despite the Supreme People's Court's enhancing judicial control of local administrative acts, it must be remembered that it limited its outreach to local administrative monopolies, eschewing the central ones. The Court has taken circumspect, incremental steps to remedy the catastrophes caused by administrative market abuses only in the most egregious cases, sidestepping an "all-in" attack on the problem, even though it imperils the central partystate. It must be remembered that, after all, the Court is nested in a web of central party-state bureaucracies. To avoid the kind of backlash it weathered in its abortive attempt back in 2002 to render the Chinese Constitution justiciable, it understands that success or failure depends crucially on anticipating the actions of the Politburo Standing Committee of the Communist Party, and on disincentivizing the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress to veto its decisions. 143 Given the ancillary role of the judiciary, the best strategy for the Court is to curb local protectionism by supplying meaningful but limited judicial scrutiny in view of the costs and benefits accruing to the state. 144 The factors to be examined below yield a conclusion that the Court may have inadvertently exceeded the limits by over-intensifying the scrutiny of judicial review.
141 QIANG ZHOU, REPORT OF THE SUPREME PEOPLE'S COURT ON Consider the incremental benefits the Court could offer by supplying judicial review of greater intensity than what the framers of the Anti-Monopoly Law originally intended. The Court lacks competence to intervene in the vast majority of cases of local protectionism; nevertheless, its high-profile opinions can reveal and publicize information about local authorities' state of compliance with the Anti-Monopoly Law. Given that all local party-states would have no incentive to comply with the Law if the risk of being exposed were not credible, the select instances, publicized by the Court, of local administrators being excoriated for running administrative monopolies serve as useful benchmarks that may, however minimally, motivate other defiant locals to converge to a compliance equilibrium. 145 The landmark amendment to the Administrative Litigation Law, effective in 2015, was the result of the Court's decade-long lobbying efforts to centralize the responsibilities of judicial administration in its own hands and those of the Provincial High Courts. 146 Under the new arrangements, a Provincial High Court, with the approval of the Supreme People's Court, may now designate courts of first instance to accept cross-regional cases. By enabling local courts to take aggressive action against alien local authorities, the Court can bring principal-agency problems to the central party-state's attention by "fire alarms" which yield scarce, valuable information about the local authorities' behavior as agents in the vast expanse of China. The sheer scale of the Chinese bureaucracy redoubles the transaction costs of centralized control, for the profusion of local authorities in the nested hierarchy of regions makes anticompetitive abuses very difficult to detect. 147 An authoritarian polity makes it all the more difficult to collect accurate information because the usual discovery mechanisms, such as free press and watchdog interest groups, are forbidden in China. 148 Consequently, in the past decade, expectations have grown significantly among the citizenry and economic actors that the courts ought to intervene as impartial arbiters of civil and commercial disputes, including those that involve state-owned entities. 149 But there are significant limits to the involvement of the Supreme People's Court in the antimonopoly campaign. Generally speaking, authoritarian politics has no leeway for courts to function as independent third parties to enforce pre-commitments between key political actors. 150 Authoritarian rulers can conveniently hamstring courts by forbidding access to them, raising procedural and pecuniary barriers to access, and credibly threatening retaliations such as removals and reversals to pressurize judges to conform. 151 This sufficiently explains why the Court's anti-administrative monopoly jurisprudence never impinges on central administrative monopolies, despite that the Anti-Monopoly Law makes no formal distinction between central and local liability. Moreover, local courts cannot stray too far from the preferences of local administrative authorities without consistent, responsive support from higher up. Judicial over-enforcement could easily result in diminishing returns and the proliferation of political costs to the central authorities, in view of the fact that corruption permeates China's "captured" judicial system itself, 152 involving judges of every rank, level of education, and income, 153 and that the overall quality of the people's courts remains low and inconsistent. 154 The Supreme People's Court, even as the most prestigious court in China, is still in search of legitimacy of its own. Justice Xi Xiaoming, one of the Court's non-executive Vice Presidents, was put under investigation in July 2015 for his alleged collusion with a local coal company. 155 Oversupply of judicial review might also yield unintended negative consequences. Justice Jiang Bixin, another Vice President, has extrajudicially cautioned against "overly strengthening the supervision function of courts." 156 And in fact, state-owned enterprises and domestic companies are generally distrustful of courts and prefer to resolve their disputes through administrative tribunals or other informal dispute resolution mechanisms. 157 Courts scrutinizing acts of administrative monopolies may, moreover, be forced to confront the entire local party-state structure, inviting violent retaliations that might undermine judicial autonomy and capacity at regional level even further, 158 effectively forestalling the Supreme People's Court's plans for judicial empowerment. Poorly trained judges, lacking expertise and experience in handling antitrust cases, 159 are in a weak position to weigh the costs and benefits of, or make predictive or empirical judgments about, heightened judicial intervention into administrative monopolies for local authorities and economic actors. 160 Judicial miscalculations might well concretize a perpetual fear on the part of the central party-state that local bureaucrats and economic oligarchs will avenge themselves not only on the courts, but also the higher administration by foot-dragging or even outright resistance. 161 Hypothetically, even if the courts were successful in searching and destroying most instances of administrative monopoly, such overkill could still lead to economic loss if in consequence local officials would quit trying new initiatives and experiments and adopt a defensive "no achievement, no corruption" mindset. 162 Oversupplying judicial review also contradicts the central party-state's general line. Legal institutions have yet to be accepted by the Party as the most useful tool for resolving problems of administrative malfeasance. 163 Xi Jinping's take on law and the courts can be discerned from his ongoing anticorruption campaign: instead of deploying formal legal institutions such as the courts, 164 Xi persistently relied on an extrajudicial mechanism operated by the Party's Central Commission for Discipline Inspection to purge corrupt officials. 165 Other controls of malfeasance include administrative disciplinary actions like warning, demotion and removal, whereas legal investigation and punishment are generally considered to be the least popular option for the disciplinary decision-makers. 166 What is more, Xi's campaigns are accompanied by a concurrent crackdown on potential support bases for independent judicial review, namely, activist lawyers. Indeed, China's lethal anti-corruption campaigns mainly target "bad behavior not bad systems." 167 The courts' inability to second-guess administrative monopolies at the central level is underscored by the policy that anti-corruption efforts should focus on local officials only, as central leaders collectively prefer to direct popular outrage at local bureaucrats, while deflecting it from themselves. 168 The central party-state, being fully aware of the risks of judicialization of administrative governance, is always ready to downplay the role of the courts in politically controversial issues.
As explained in Part 2 above, administrative monopolies, which are often intertwined with bribery and corruption, is an intrinsic characteristic of the unreformed Leninist political system of contemporary China. The Party cannot reform the political and economic institutions of administrative monopolies without losing power, because they are precisely the building blocks of that power. 170 Judicial review cannot question the very foundations of the regime it forms part of, in order to eradicate most instances of administrative monopolies. The Supreme People's Court is thus well advised that it can deliver iterated waves of Judicial Interpretations, Guiding Cases, and the like against administrative monopolies subject to limits, beyond which judicial intervention will be counterproductive, if not manifestly detrimental, to the future of judicial empowerment in China. This article has contributed to the literature on the positive political economy of law and courts under authoritarianism with a peculiar case study of the Chinese Supreme People's Court's self-empowerment in the teeth of its marginalization by the Anti-Monopoly Law. Abuses of administrative power by local fiefdoms to undermine market competitiveness are no less harmful than abuses of market power by private entities. On the one hand, private economic power gained through productive or qualitative efficiency, or cartelization, is often transient and effectively constrained by competitive pricing or technological advancements by existing or new market players.
172 Government intervention, on the other hand, is considered by Milton Friedman as "[p]robably the most important source of monopoly power," and therefore "if economic power is joined to political power, concentration seems almost inevitable." 173 The abuse of entrenched, politicized economic power is particularly dangerous in an authoritarian polity such as China. Anticompetitive abuses by administrative authorities of their economic power, as a consequential form of corruption, can greatly impair market efficiency and shake the very foundation of political unity in the People's Republic of China.
The milestone Anti-Monopoly Law of 2007 contains provisions explicitly outlawing administrative monopoly, but not judicial remedies for aggrieved parties. The central party-state's relative lack of interest in the law and forensic institutions as solutions to governance problems has further marginalized the role of the people's courts. This, however, did not prevent the Supreme People's Court from incrementally increasing the courts' power over local administrative monopolies. Key central party-state actors eventually ratified 170 PEI, supra note 24, at 267. 171 Andrew Wedeman, Anticorruption Campaigns and the Intensification of Corruption in China, 14 J. CONTEMP. CHINA 93, 98 (2005) . 172 See MILTON FRIEDMAN, CAPITALISM AND FREEDOM (Univ. of Chicago Press 1962). 173 Id., at 16.
